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Editorial 

~ Some years ago, during the early 
stages of the Vietnam War, one of the things 
we had on our wishlist was a way to get good, 
precise direction-finding fixes on the many VC 
targets we kept continuity on. Somebody 
theorized that what we really needed was an 
airborne direction finder, one we could put 
into an aircraft. However, we · were assured 
that, for a variety of technical reasons, it 
couldn't be done. 

(U) Of course, it could be done, because 
some time later, it was done. However, the 
thing that interested--;;;; most was that once 
someone had done it, there suddenly appeared a 
half dozerlschemesfor doing it. At least two 
principal methods came into general use at al
most the same time, and they both delivered 
consistent and accurate results. It is a tri
bute to how well they worked that control of 
these new "assets" became a major political 
issue within the community at that time. 

(U) The key to all this development and the 
sudden emergence of a new technique was, quite 
simply, knowing it could be done. 

(U) Some time later, after our own systems 
were operational, we happened to learn that 
the French had managed to do it first, and 
also in Vietnam. Suppose we had known that 
from the first I I have always wondered what 
we could have done--and how much earlier--if 
we had known that it could be done, because 
someone had already done it. 

\ 
I 

. .. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
INTELLIGENCE & 
TSARIST RUSSIA lu1 

by 

I 

INTRODUCTION 

This article explores the early development 
and use of communications intelligence by the 
Tsarist Russian regime through World War I and 
the importance attached to it, especially by 
the Russian Navy. The article is UNCLASSIFIED 
in its entirety. 

Western publications in recent years have 
been providing frequent revelations about the 
use of communications intelligence (COMINT) by 
major nations of the world.[2) The one not
able exception, at least in English-language 
publications, has been Russia. At the logical 
source, the natural secrecy attached to COMINT 
information in general, combined with the 
traditional obsession with secrecy throughout 
its society, has held discussion of the sub
ject to a mini.mum, Outside the USSR, such 
imperial Russian failures in communications 
security as Tannenberg in World War I have 
contributed to the impression that the Rus
sians must have known little about COMINT. 
Despite these constraints, however, since the 
early 1960s several rather spec i fie articles 
concerning COMINT organizations and operations 
under the Tsars[3] and even on the early 
development on radio intelligence service in 
the Soviet Army[4] have appeared in Soviet 
journals. When supplemented with in format ion 
available from non-Soviet sources, a general 
picture emerges of an early Tsarist COMINT 
effort approaching similar efforts in the 
West. This article is an initial attempt to 
shed some historical light on this little
known area of Tsarist intelligence. 

P.L. 86-36 

It should be noted that the absence of any 
discussion in the present article concerning 
Russian Army COMINT activities before World 
War I or Ministry of Internal Affairs COMINT 
operations during WWI itself does not neces
sarily mean such activities did not exist, but 
merely that insufficient documentation was 
available from which to draw any conclusions. 
It should also be noted that the early Russian 
COMINT efforts apply to communications in 
their broadest sense, including secret or 
coded written messages. 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MID) 

Traditionally, communications intelligence 
involving foreign governments and their 
representatives fell within the purview of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MID). This trad
ition has been traced back at least to the 
reign of Peter the Great.[5] The methods 
used, of course, involved gaining access to 
the diplomatic correspondence, opening it 
(perlustration), and (if found to be en
crypted) either purchasing the necessary cryp
tographic materials from a willing employee or 
actually engaging in operational cryptanalysis 
to exploit the document. Even so wily a 
statesman as the "Iron Chancellor," Otto von 
Bismarck, while serving as Prussian Ambassador 
to St. Petersburg (1859-1863), fell victim to 
MID's reading of Prussian ciphers.[6] MID was 
aided in its COMINT efforts by the so-called 
"Black Cabinets" of the Imperial Russian Po
stal Service. 
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Black Cabinets were set up at the post of
fices in major cities of the Russian Empire. 
One of their important functions appears to 
have been opening suspect correspondence, pho
tographing the contents, and disseminating the 
information to the appropriate ministry: 

[] information of "general State interest, 11 

usually comments about the Imperial Fam
ily made by segments of Tsarist nobility, 
to the Minster of Internal Affairs; 

[] "political" correspondence to the Depart
ment of Police; 

[] "diplomatic" correspondence to the Minis
ter of Foreign Affairs; and 

[] "espionage" correspondence (presumably 
during wartime) to the Army and Navy Gen
eral Staffs. 

According to one former Black Cabinet offi
cial, there was never much of a problem gain
ing access to or photographing the contents 
of foreign diplomatic pouches. When the 
diplomatic correspondence was found to be 
encrypted, it was not worked on at the Black 
Cabinet itself but sent to a "similar estab
lishment attached to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs." Copies of all encrypted telegrams 
sent and received by embassies in St. Peters
burg were delivered to this MID organization. 
In important cases, even copies of reports 
carried in locked leather briefcases by spe
cial diplomatic couriers were forwarded to 
this same unit. [ 7] As most couriers and em
bassy employees were underpaid by their 
governments, they could be prevailed upon for 
a small bribe to allow the contents of their 
briefcases to be photographed by Black Cabinet 
specialists. 

The fact that diplomatic documents were en
crypted only served to intensify MID's efforts 
to discover their contents. One Black Cabinet 
official described the ease with which foreign 
cryptographic materials could be obtained, 
even on the open market, in the fol lowing 
manner: 

"Codebooks were acquired not only with 
the assistance of embassy employees but 
also in the cities of Brussels. and 
Paris, where well-known persons engaged 
directly in the open trade of foreign 
codebooks for a fixed price. [ 8] The 
situation was completely identical in 
both cities. Codebooks which were of 
less interest to us, e.g., Greek, Bul
garian and Spanish, and could be ob
tained rather easily, cost 1,500 to 

2,000 [rubles]. Such codebooks as 
those of the Germans, Japanese or 
U.S.A. cost several tens of thousands. 
The prices for the remaining countries 
fluctuated between 5,000 to 15,000. It 
was possible with this trading in code
books to place an order for this or 
that new codebook, and these orders 
were filled within a short period of 
time. "[9] 

The "similar establishment" of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs to which the encrypted di
plomatic correspondence was sent by the Black 
Cabinets was, of course, the main COMINT or
ganization within MID responsible for di
plomatic cryptanalysis. Little information is 
available on the specific structure and opera
tions of this organization. Before World 
War I, purportedly, it could read the en
crypted correspondence of at least France, 
Great Britain, Turkey, Austria-Hungary, and 
Sweden. According to one source the following 
additional countries' diplomatic correspon
dence was being read by MID cryptanalysts dur
ing WWI itself: Italy, Japan, Bulgaria, 
Romania, and Greece. Shortly before World 
War I this cryptanalytic organization was 
reorganized by Aleksandr A. Savinskij, Chief 
of the MID Cabinet (1901-10), and brought 
directly under control of the foreign affairs 
minister himself.[10] 

Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) 

Like the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD), through 
the cryptanalytic organization of its Depart
ment of of Police, was an important component 
of the Tsarist Russian COMINT community. The 
internal security and surveillance functions 
of the MVD, including the monitoring of com
munications of both anti-Tsarist revolutionary 
groups and the general populace of the Empire 
as a whole, have been rather well documented 
elsewhere. [11] What is not generally well
known is that, at least for a short period of 
time, the MVD expanded its jurisdiction to in
clude monitoring the communications (as well 
as the movements) of foreign ambassadors, min
isters, and military attaches based in Russia. 
This extension of the MVD into an area nor
mally under sole control of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs occurred between 1904 and 
1906. Included among those whose communica
tions were being monitored by the MVD was the 
US Ambassador. 
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The monitoring of US diplomatic communica
tions, according to the former chief of this 
se 1 f-described "Top Secret" MVD bureau, 
Colonel Mikhail Stepanovich Komissarov, had 
"enormous significance for Tsarist diplomatic 
initiatives." On 4 May 1917, in testimony 
before the Extraordinary Investigating Collllllis
sion of the Provisional Government,[12] Komis
sarov stated: 

"During the Portsmouth Treaty (Confer
ence), we knew all the American condi
tions (positions) earlier than the 
American Ambassador[l3] in Petro
grad."[14] 

This statement may have been only post
Revolutionary bluster on the part of Komis
sarov, but it might be added that the princi
pal Russian delegate to the Portsmouth Confer
ence, Sergei Witte, received the title of 
"Count" from the Tsar upon his return to Rus
sia specifically for his work at Portsmouth. 
Thus, the Portsmouth Treaty Conference may not 
have been the major Russian loss or Teddy 
Roosevelt's personal victory, as it has so 
often been portrayed by historians. 

Army Radio Intelligence 

The integration of radio communications 
into the military forces of the major world 
powers at the beginning of the 20th century 
greatly expanded the horizons of COMINT in ob
taining information on one's adversaries. It 
is unknown precisely when a radio intelligence 
service was first established in the Russian 
Army, but it undoubtedly was influenced by the 
successful radio intelligence set up in the 
Baltic and Black Sea Fleets during the 1911-14 
period.[15] Although there was no centralized 
control of intelligence, COMINT or otherwise, 
within the military command structure oversee
ing both Army and Navy ope rat ions, according 
to a former Soviet Communications Service 
chief close cooperation did in fact exist 
between the Army radio intelligence services 
of Russia, Great Britain, and France. This 
cooperation included frequent exchanges of in
formation on the operating characteristic of 
enemy radio stations, callsign constructions, 
and signal codes.[16] 

In the Russian Army, at each Army Headquar
ters, radio intelligence operations were con
trolled by the chief of Army Communications 
through his Assistant for Technical Matters. 
Each Army's radio battalion had a radio intel
ligence squad or section, which operated two 

radio stations: one station monitored the ra
dio waves for enemy communications and, when 
it detected some, the other station then 
recorded them. Presumably, the radio 
direction-finding (RDF) stations also located 
at each Army Headquarters were controlled by 
the Assistant for Technical Matters too. (See 
Chart I.) 

Although information on Russian Army radio 
intelligence operations is almost nil, one ex
ample can be cited. Between February and 
April 1915, on the eve of the German break
through in Galicia, Russian Army COMINT
provided information revealed the appearance 
of several new German Corps at the front, in
cluding a Guards Corps which had just been 
transferred from another area in Galicia. The 
radio intelligence service had discerned this 
information on the basis of certain peculiar 
operating characteristics of these corps' ra
dio stations and by the distinctive "fists" of 
their radio operators. Russian RDF stations 
were also being used extensively at this 
time. [ 17] 

By the end of 1915 the encrypted German 
Army radio messages were being intercepted on 
at least the Northern Front and sent to a 
"special bureau of the Main (Operations) 
Directorate of the General Staff" 
(SPETsIAL'NOE BYuRO GLAVNOGO UPRAVLENTYa 
GENShTABA) in St. Petersburg for crypt
analysis. According to one former high
ranking Tsarist intelligence officer, however, 
tangible results of this bureau's work were 
not passed on and the radio work itself was 
poorly organized in the Army, when compared to 
similar work in the Russian Navy.[18] 

Navy Radio Intelligence 

If communications intelligence was organ
ized and operated poorly in the Army, the ex
act opposite was the case in the Russian Navy. 
In fact, the organizational structure of the 
radio intelligence service was so thoroughly 
developed during World War I in the Baltic Sea 
Fleet that operations undertaken by the fleet 
were almost always successful. Like the Bal
tic Sea Fleet, the Black Sea Fleet also had an 
effective, if somewhat less well-developed, 
radio intelligence effort. From available 
evidence, it appears that each fleet's radio 
intelligence service was independent and 
responsible ultimately only to its respective 
fleet headquart~rs. 
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BASIC COMINT STRUCTURE IN A RUSSIAN ARMY (circa 1915) 

ARMY HEADQUARTERS 

v 

RADIO BATTALION 

:··••••(Assistant for Technical Matters) 

v 
------~ 

RDF STATIONS 

v 

RADIO STATION 

I 
I 
v 

RADIO INTELLIGENCE 
SQUAD/SECTION 

v 

RADIO STATION 
(2 Intercept Receivers) (2 Search Receivers) 

Postulated Control 

Actual Control 
(from Peresypkin, .2£.· cit., P• 56) 

CHART I 
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The decision to set up radio intelligence 
services in the Navy can be traced to the de
bacle suffered by the Russian Navy during the 
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05 and the decision 
of young Russian naval officers never to allow 
such an occurrence to happen again. Restruc
turing of the Navy became the order of the 
day. In 1911 the Commander-in-Chief of the 
Baltic Fleet, Admiral Nikolaj Ottovich von 
Ehssen, appointed Captain 1st Rank (later Vice 
Admiral) Adrian Ivanovich Nepenin[ 19) to be 
Chief of Communications Service, Baltic Fleet. 
This appointment was to have enormous conse
quences on the development of COMINT in the 
Russian Navy.[20] 

Nepenin immediately set about reorganizing 
the Communications Service to support the Bal
tic Fleet Command, not only with better com
munications but also with effective and accu
rate intelligence information. To this end 
Nepenin placed his closest assistant[21] in 

key Communications Service positions and the 
staffed the Service with only well-trained 
personnel. To further enhance the skills of 
enlisted personnel, Nepenin set up several 
Communications Service schools with special 
attention given to training "radiotelegraphic 
intercept operators" (RADIOTELGRAFISTI
SLUKhAChI). [22) Although it is unknown pre
cisely when land-based radio intercept opera
tions began in the Communications Service, ac
cording to the official Soviet history, radio 
intercept operations were carried out by Rus
sian Baltic Fleet ships during training exer
cises held prior to the outbreak of World War 
I.[23] By the beginning of the war the com
munications service was well-organized and 
ready for action. However, it was only with 
recovery of the German radiotelegraphic code
books from the cruiser MAGDEBURG, which had 
run aground near Oldensholm (now Osmussar) Is
land in the Baltic Sea on 26 August 1914, and 
the subsequent use to which they were put that 
the radio intelligence service really came 
into its own and became quite effective.[24) 

Before going into specific examples of the 
use of COMINT information by the Russian Navy, 
let's look at the overall radio intelligence 
structure as it was set up in the . Bal tic and 
Black Sea Fleets. 

At the beginning of the war the Baltic 
Fleet Counnunications Service was divided into 
three regions: 

1. Northern, stretching from Helsingfors 
(now Helsinki, Finland) to the Abo-Aland 
Islands; 

2. Southern, from. the Kunda Inlet in the 
west to the German border; and 

3. Eastern, covering the Gulf of Finland 
east of Helgoland Island. 

Each of these regions had a Central Radio Sta
tion (CRS) attached to it which provided com
munications support to the fleet and received 
intelligence . information from aerial recon
naissance and shore-based observation posts in 
addition to radio intelligence from intercept 
and RDF[25) stations. Except for the Southern 
Region, which served as the headquarters for 
the Chief of the Communications Service, it is 
unknown when the other regions first set up 
their COMINT stations. By the autumn of 1916, 
however, the Northern Region had five RDF and 
five radio intercept stations in operation, 
while the Southern Region had expanded its 
operations to five RDF and four radio inter
cept stations. It is possible that the 
Eastern Region did not have a COMINT effort at 
all or that the effort was only of limited 
duration. In March 1915 a so-called "Radio 
Intelligence .Center" was set up at Revel (now 
Tallin), subordinate to the CRS of the South
ern Region. This "Center" was probably con
nected with all radio intercept and RDF sta
tions within the Souther Region by underground 
cable. It is possible similar "Centers" were 
established within the other regions to deal 
strictly with COMINT-related data before for
warding the information on to their respective 
CRSs. Once the COMINT information reached the 
CRS, if it was time-sensitive and extremely 
urgent, it would be transmitted immediately to 
commanders of Russian ships operating in the 
Baltic. (See Chart II.) 
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMINT SERVICE IN THE BALTIC FLEET 
(circa 1915) 

NORTHERN REGION 

BALTIC FLEET HEADQUARTERS 

/l\ 
I _____ I ___ _ 

I I I I 
1------>I SOUTHERN REGION l<------1 EASTERN REGION 

----..,....----' I I '------,---
/I\ II\ /I\ 
I I I 
I I I _____ I_____ _ ____ I_____ _ ____ ! ____ _ 

I I I I 
CENTRAL RADIO STATION l_I CENTRAL RADIO STATION l_I 

at Skattuden I I at Revel I I 
(Helsingfors) I I I I 

CENTRAL RADIO STATION 
at Krons tad t 

_______ I l _______ I I ______ _ 

I 
I 
I 
v 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 11\ 
I I 

I I I ______ I ______ _ 

RADIO INTELLIGENCE CENTER 
at 'Revel 

/I\ 
I 
I 

____ I ______ _ 

SHIPS AFLOAT RADIO INTERCEPT STATION 

Probable reporting flow (From Zernov & Trukhin, .QE.. cit., p. 107; 
Yankovich, .QE.• cit., P• 116; 

Postulated reporting flow Timirev, .QE_• cit., P• 46; 
Steblin-Kameskij, .QE.• cit., P• 620; & 
Dudorov, .QE_• cit., May 1959, pp. 35-36) 

CHART II 
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Although the Black Sea Fleet's radio intel
ligence organization was somewhat similar to 
the Baltic Sea Fleet's, there are fewer de
tails available. [ 26] The Communications Ser
vice was divided into a northern region, 
stretching from the mouth of the Danube to 
Feodosiya, and an eastern region extending 
from Feodosiya to Batumi. Except for one 
known radio intercept station set up at Sevas
topol' early in the war,[27] it is unknown if 
or when other similar stations were esta
blished. (See Chart III.) 

It might be added that while some of the 
equipment for the radio intelligence services 
was provided to the Russians by foreign 
firms,[28] some of it was constructed by spe
cialists of the Russian Navy Department it
self, [ 29 J possibly associated with the Naval 
Ministry's own radiotelegraphic equipment fac
tory (now called the "COMINTERN" factory). (30] 

The use of COMINT information by the Rus
sian Navy during the war, especially in the 
Baltic Sea Fleet, proved to be very effective. 
Part of the reason for this effectiveness, ac
cording to a former high-ranking Tsarist Bal
tic Fleet officer, lay in the analytical judg
ments of Captain Nepenin as chief of the Bal
tic Fleet Communications Service: 

"Nepenin had developed to the 
highest degree the gift of establish
ing a complete picture of the move
ments of enemy ships and from this 
determining the plans and intent ions 
of the enemy. Nepenin was able to 

accomplish this task by logically 
comparing facts and conjectures, 
which had been provided to him by 
Collllllunications Service posts, both on 
the basis of decrypted German radio 
messages and bearings obtained by ra
dio direction-finding stations. His 
predictions of enemy movements, some
times very bold and apparently with 
little basis, almost always were vin
dicated. . . . Not one operation was 
undertaken [by the fleet] without 
first receiving a detailed and almost 
always correct interpretation (of in
formation) on the requested area from 
Nepenin."(31] 

The importance of COMINT to the Russian 
Navy was not limited to officers of the Baltic 
Fleet. The chief of a special British mili
tary intelligence liaison mission in Russia, 
Sir Samuel Hoare, was also most impressed with 
the Russian Naval COMINT effort: 

"I was on intimate terms with cer
tain officers of the Russian Naval 
General Staff and I learned many in
teresting details about secret codes 
and ciphers. In this branch of in
telligence the Russians excelled. 
Their experts could unravel almost 
any cipher in an incredibly short 
period of time. One ·of them im
plored me as a friend and ally to ask 
the British Foreign Office to change 
a cipher that he could read almost as 
easily as his daily paper."[32] 

The information provided by the radio in
telligence service under Nepenin's direction 
was looked upon with such favor by the Russian 
Naval Command that it was one of the reasons 
why Nepenin was designated as Commander-in
Chief of the Baltic Fleet in September 1916. 
Nepenin was succeeded as Chief of the Communi
cations Service by Captain 1st Rank 
Davydov, [33) the head of the Communications 
Service's analysis and reporting sect ion. 
Davydov may himself have been succeeded by 
Captain 1st Rank Novopashennyj,[34) who was 
noted as Chief of the Baltic Fleet Communica
tions Service in 1917, [35] and Novopashennyj 
by Captain 1st Rank Rengarten.[36] 

In the Baltic Fleet, the first operation 
known to have been taken on the basis of COM
INT information[37J took place on 14 February 
1915, when the Russians learned in advance the 
scheduled times for the arrival and departure 
of a German cruiser at the port of Libau (now 
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF COMINT SERVICE IN THE BLACK SEA FLEET (circa 1915) 

BLACK SEA FLEET HEADQUARTERS 

/I\ 
I 

>-~~~-!~~~~~~--< 

NORTHERN REGION 

/I\ 
I 

-~~~~~I~~~~---: 

CENTRAL RADIO STATION 
AT SEVASTOPOL 

I:\ 

RADIO INTERCEPT STATION 
(OSNAZ) 

Probable reporting flow 
Postulated reporting flow 

EASTERN REGION 

From Zernov & Trukhnin, .QI!.• cit., p. 107; 
and Steblin-Kamenskij, .QI!.. cit., p. 620. 

CHART III 
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Liepaya). A Russian submarine was immediately 
dispatched and sank the cruiser as it left Li
bau. COMINT information also played a major 
role in mine-laying operations involving Ger
man ships in the Baltic. On 14 May 1915 the 
radio intelligence service decrypted a message 
from the German mine-layer DEUTSCHLAND reveal
ing the location of a German minefield in the 
area of the Bogsher-Dagerort islands, thus al
lowing the Baltic Fleet Command to take 
corrective measures.[38] 

Another example of the utilization of 
time-sensitive information derived from COMINT 
by Russian ships afloat occurred on 1 July 
1915. A detachment of Russian cruisers, while. 
in transit to bombard German targets in Memel 
(now Klaipeda), received a report on the loca
tion of a scheduled rendezvous between the 
cruiser AUGSBURG and a group of other German 
ships. The Russian detachment then broke up 
the rendezvous by forcing the German ships to 
retreat.[39] 

The high point in the ope rat ions of the 
Baltic Fleet's radio inte 11 igence service was 
reached on 31 July 1915, when the Russians 
gained foreknowledge of the German Navy's pro
posed forcing of the Gulf of Riga in conjunc
tion with the German Army's seizure of the 
city of Riga. Information obtained by crypt
analysis, as well as from aerial reconnais
sance and shore-based observation posts, pro
vided the proposed time and date of the offen
sive, including the deployment of enemy 
forces. When the German Navy at tempted to 
carry out ·the operation on 8 August, ships of 
the Baltic Fleet were already in place and 
broke up the attack. [40] By May 1916, how
ever, the Germans began to restrict their use 
of radio communications in the Baltic and the 
Baltic Fleet Communications Service had to 
rely more on aerial reconnaissance for ad
vanced warning of German activities. 

As a result of its operations, the official 
Soviet history of the Russian Navy in WWI 
rated the Baltic Fleet intelligence effort 
very highly: 

"The organization of operational in
telligence in the Baltic Fleet 
reached a very high level of develop
ment during the First World War. 
Fleet Headquarters received timely, 
precise, reliable information on the 
act iv1t 1es and intent ions of the 
enemy. Thanks to this, the Fleet 
Conmand right up to the end of the 
war had the opportunity to be both 
forewarned about enemy operations and 
to organize in a timely manner coun
termeasure. 

"In ~arrying out reconnaissance ac
tivities in the Baltic Theater of 
Military Operations (TMO), Baltic 
Fleet Headquarters used agents, sub
marines, naval air reconnaissance, 
radio-technical [SIGINT) facilities, 
a widely developed network of NIS 
(Observation and Com:nunications) 
posts, and on certain rare occasions, 
surface ships. For purposes of 
reconnaissance, an---especially high 
value was placed on the use of 
radTO-tecllni~c i fit ie--S.-

"Radio-technical intelligence in the 
Baltic Fleet during the period of 
T914-T9 l 5, in esSefiCe was the"Prlmary 
type of intelligence in that TMO." 
ffiT [Emphasis added. TRH)-- --

The earliest known example of an operation 
undertaken by the Black Sea Fleet based on 
COMINT occurred in September 1916, although 
undoubtedly there must have been earlier 
operations. [42] The Russians were aided in 
the Black Sea Fleet radio intelligence effort 
by the Turkish Navy's reliance on the Germans 
for cryptographic material, which the Russians 
already had in their possession. On 15 Sep
tember 1916 Black Sea radio intelligence ele
ments (subunits) intercepted information from 
a shore-based Turkish radio station regarding 
the sweeping-up of Russian mines obstructing 
the approaches to the Bosporus. A large Turk
ish transport ship was to pass through the 
swept area with a cargo of coal from Zongul
dak. Russian ships were quickly sent to re
lay mines and the Turkish ship was sunk. In 
December 1916 the Russians decrypted an order 
for a German submarine to return to Constan
tinople along with the coordinates of the 
mine-swept channel through which the submarine 
was to pass. Torpedo boats were inmediately 
dispatched from Sevastopol' to remine the 
area. It was learned by the Russians within 
48 hours through another decrypted message 
that the submarine had been sunk by the mines. 
This was the last German submarine to embark 
for the Black Sea during the war. Up until 
the last days of WWI Black Sea Fleet radio in
telligence facilities played a key role, in 
conjunction with aerial reconnaissance, in in
forming the Black Sea Fleet Command of the 
German battleship BRESLAU's departure to 
sea. [43] 

. ' -
!.,, -_ ~~· · ••• ,. / ) •• ~ .. 
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Conclusion 

It is clear from the above that communica
tions intelligence was an important and in
tegral part of information-gathering under the 
Tsars. The invent ion of radio and its in
tegration into the military forces of the ma
jor world powers at the turn of the century 
also opened up a new horizon for Tsarist COM
INT activities, although the Russian Military 
Command appears to have been somewhat slow in 
recognizing the poss ibil it ies inherent in us
ing th~ radio for intelligence purposes. 
Nevertheless, Tsarist Russia, whatever faults 
it may have had, was not totally inept in 
intelligence-gathering, as implied by some 
historians; and, despite its .slowness, it did 
achieve some success, at least in the Navy, 
with its use of COMINT. 
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PRESENT STATUS AND 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

OF CHINA'S 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS (U) 

by ZHU GAOFENG, 
Vice Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, 

People's Republic of China 

INTRODUCTION 

The subject matter will be covered as fol
lows: 

1. China's telecommunication services; 

2. China's telecommunication industries and 
scientific research; 

3. Main development targets for the next 20 
years; 

4. Some factors affecting the development of 
telecommunications infrastructures; and 

5. · Measures to be taken for developing com
munications. 

CHINA'S TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES 

China's earliest telecommunications facili
ties were set up in the 1870s in the latter 
part of the feudal Qing dynasty (1644-1911). 
But up to 1949, when the People's Republic of 
China was founded, there were only 736 urban 
telephone exchanges; of these only .59, or 8 
percent of the total, were equipped with 
automatic telephone connection. The total 
capacity of these was 712,000 lines, among 
which 208, 000, or less than one third, were 
automatic. Thirteen provinces and municipali
ties had no automatic telephone exchanges at 
all. The limited telecommunications equipment 
was concentrated in the coastal regions and 
the handful of larger inland cities. There 

The following paper was presented at 
TELECOM 83 (see CRYPTOLOG, October 1983, 
pp. 12-15). 

were no telecommunications services whatsoever 
in the vast rural areas. Before 1949 
shortwave circuits were the main transmission 
medium for long-distance telecommunications. 
Open wires were miserably scarce. There were 
only about 2,000 transmission lines for long
distance telephone and they were mainly 
single-channel and three-channel carriers. 
Throughout the nation, the postal and telecom
munications offices numbered only some 25,000. 

Over the past 34 years since the founding 
of the People's Republic, post and telecommun
ications systems have developed rapidly. 
Equipped with open wires, cables, microwave 
and shortwave circuits, a network of telecom
munications, with Beijing as the hub, has been 
built. This network links up cities and towns 
with the vast rural areas. The first 1,800-
channel coaxial cable carrier system from 
Beijing to Shanghai went into operation in 
1967. The experience gained in building this 
project provided the basis for developing more 
big-capacity trunk networks of telecommunica
tions. Construction of another trunk cable 
system for telecommunications, the Beijing
Wuhan-Guangzhou 1,800-channel coaxial cable 
carrier system is in full swing. When com
pleted in 1985, this will form another big 
north-south telecollll!lunications artery. More 
than 10,000 kilometers of trunk cables have 
been built and a series of new ones are under 
construction. Over 14,500 kilometers of 
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microwave links with 600- or 960-channel capa
city have been completed. These form a na
tionwide network linking 26 provinces, auto
nomous regions, and municipalities so that 
telephone calls, telegrams, facsimile trans
mission, radio, and television programmes can 
be exchanged between them. 

In 1982, the number of urban telephone of
fices were four times as many as in the early 
days of 1 iberat ion. Of these, the number of 
those with automatic equipment rose by 20 
times, with a total capacity of 8.3 times as 
much as that in early 1949. Before 1949 tele
phones were unknown in the rural areas. Now 
there are over 2.4 million lines there. There 
are 26,000 long-distance telephone circuits, 9 
times the figures in the early days of libera
tion. The national number of post and 
telecommunications offices has reached nearly 
50,000, a 90 percent increase over 1949. 
Through the use of cables and microwaves, au
tomatic or semi-automatic long-distance tele
phone service is available in 24 of the pro
vincial capitals. The growth of post and 
telecommunications services in the countryside 
and border regions of the national minorities 
is even more remarkable. Now 95.8 percent of 
the people's communes (townships) and 53.9 
percent of the brigades (villages) have access 
to a telephone. In Qinghai province, an area 
of 700,000 square kilometers, there were only 
five post offices and one telecommunications 
office before liberation. Today there are 
more than 200. 

All 
three 
China. 

these achievements made 
decades were unthinkable 

in 
in 

the 
the 

past 
old 

CHINA'S TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRIES 
AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

In the past 34 years foll6wing the policy 
of taking the initiative into our own hands 
and self-reliance; wi!. have built through our 
own efforts a comprehensive post and telecom
munications industry and made big progress in 
scientific research in this field. Twenty
eight affiliated factories, two institutes, 
and a dozen research units have been esta
blished under the Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications. 

We have now basically mastered the switch
ing technique of analogue telecommunications 
and large-capacity transmission. A fairly big 
production capacity for these has been 
reached. We have also formed the basis for 
developing the digital communications tech
nique. We are able to produce cross-bar local 
telephone exchanges with a capacity of more 
than 10,000 lines, coded cross-bar toll tele
phone exchanges with medium or large capacity, 
1,800-channel coaxial cable carrier systems, 
and 960-channel microwave systems. 30-channel 
and 120-channel PCM systems have already gone 
into operation. Apart from these, scientific 
research and the trial manufacture of modern 
telecommunications equipment is also underway. 
Trial operation of an 1,860-channel microwave 
system and a t,300-channel Cazler system will 
soon be completed. 

We can now manufacture earth stations for 
satellite communications and are testing under 
actual operating conditions a short wavelength 
optical fibre system. A stored program con
trolled automatic message transmitting system 
of medium capacity, electronic teleprinters, 
and group 2 subscriber-to-subscriber facsimile 
machines are being publicized. 

MAIN DEVELOPMENT TARGETS 
FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS 

The experience gained from our own en
deavours over the past 34 years and from ad
vanced countries shows that telecommunications 
are an important infrastructure of modern so
ciety and should develop in harmony with, or 
quicker than, the growth of the national econ
omy. Yet in present day China, posts and 
telecommunications is one of the weak links in 
our national economy. As is known to many, 
China has set herself the goal of quadrupling 
her gross annual value of industrial and agri
cultural production by the year 2000. In our 
struggle to attain this goal, we have recog
nized the necessity for telecommunications to 
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develop at a slightly higher rate than na
tional economy as a whole. The Central 
People's Government and People's Governments 
at all levels are giving higher priority to 
telecommunications in investment .and other 
forms of support. All these mean that 
telecommunications are entering a new phase of 
development. Based on progress in science and 
technology, by 2000 China will have gradually 
built a modernized posts and telecommunica
tions network which will be able to provide 
high-quality, highly efficient services to the 
customers. This is the starting point in 
drawing up our strategy for development. 

Concrete targets are as follows: 

Telephone network 

A telephone network is the main emphasis 
for development . We shall employ, step-by
step, SPC digital telephone exchanges and di
gital transmission equipment in the big cities 
and use cross-bar toll telephone exchanges for 
the medium-sized and small cities and other 
areas. By 2000 the national figure for tele
phones will increase several times. The urban 
and county telephone exchanges will be largely 
automated. 

For long-distance telephones, a complete 
network with multiple tandem centres and mul
tiple functions suitable for normal direct 
connections, will be gradually built and many 
alternative routes will be formed. Long
distance telephone circuits and automatic ex
changes will increase considerably. Inter
city long-distance calls will have automatic 
or semi-automatic dialing. 

Transmission media 

Before 2000 new-type local telephone ca
bles, long and short wavelength optical fibre 
systems will be introduced in a big way. 
Apart from bigger capacity carrier cables and 
microwave system, optical fibre cables, satel
lite communications and digital transmission 
technique will be employed in long-distance 
services. 

Data communications 

Data communications will be developed on a 
large scale. Medium-speed data communications 
are now available in telex networks and public 
automatic telephone networks. Later, a better 

data transmission network will be established 
which will be suited to packet switches and 
will enable the use of computers and other 
terminals with different bit rates, codes, and 
protocols to interwork. A state public data 
communications network will also be built. 

Satellite communications 

As China has a vast territory, complicated 
topography, and varied climates, we will 
space-lift our own communications satellites 
and thereby step-by-step build a satellite 
communications network for domestic use. In 
the near future we shall lease transponders 
from Intelsat so as to meet the communications 
needs of our border areas and other regions 
where earth networks cannot easily reach. The 
transponders will also serve the special duty 
communications of different sectors of the na
tional economy . 

SOME FACTORS AFFECTING 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Infrastructures 

Though China's telecommunications has 
developed greatly in the past 34 years, they 
still fall short of meeting the growing needs 
of the national economy and the social life of 
our people. The main problems here are as 
follows: Switching equipment and transmission 
lines are seriously inadequate, thus service 
capacity is far from sufficient. This is par
ticularly evident in the state· of urban tele
phone systems. The national percentage of 
telephone availability for per hundred inhabi
tants is very low. Even in Beijing, the capi
tal, the percentage is only 4.2. In many big 
cities there are long lists of people and un
its waiting to have telephones installed. 
Quality and efficiency of service is not sa
tisfactory . Co11111unications equipment is lit
tle and technology low. For instance, one 
third of the urban telephone exchanges (mainly 
in counties) are manually operated. Manual 
operation also prevails in long-distance tele
phone service. As a result, efficiency is 
low. This situation has hindered domestic and 
international telecommunications service. In 
the recent years, as China has adopted an 
open-door foreign policy and aimed at bringing 
her national economy into full swing, the gap 
between the rising demands for telecommunica
tions services and their low capacity becomes 
wider. Responsible for such a situation are 
the following: weak foundation, low invest
ment, backward technology, and faulty manage
ment. 
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MEASURES TO ·BE TAKEN . 
FOR DEVELOPING COMMUNICATIONS 

In order to change the backwardness of our 
communications service as soon as possible so 
as to meet the needs of modernization, the 
Government has made telecollllllunications one of 
its major strategic emphases in its general 
development plan. To speed up the process, we 
have adopted several measures : 

[] 

[ l 

Beginning from 1982, the State has in
creased the proportion in its total in
vestment for post and telecommunications 
construction and increased the percentage 
of services profits and foreign exchange 
revenues to be retained by the post and 
telecounnunications administration so that 
it can have greater financial resources 
for equipment and upgrading technology . 

The national banks are to grant low
interest loans to the post and telecom
munications administration so that it 
can import stored program-controlled 
telephone switching equipment and other 
advanced devices for use in the trans
formation of existing networks or build
ing new ones. 

[] The Government has approved a proposal to 
lease Intelsat transponders and establish 
new earth stations to provide domestic 
satellite co1111llunications. 

[] The Government is g1v1ng full support to 
the initiatives of various gov·ernmental 
departments, enterprises, and local .au
thorities to coordinate the development 
of special service telecommunications 
networks. 

[] Greater attention is being paid by the 
Government to the development of rural 
communications facilities. Under unified 
planning and technical standards, locali
ties and departments are expected to take 
the initiative in building rural networks 
with investment from local authorities or 
collective donation by the subscribers 
and peasants. 

[] Profits from urban telephone services 
need not be turned over to the State, but 
are kept by the post and teleco1111llunica
tions administration as special funds for 
expanding telephone services. 

[] 

[] 

Construction of urban telephone facili
ties is framed into the overall develop
ment plans of cities so that the invest
ment required can be drawn from both the 
Central People's Government and the local 
authorities. 

New subscribers will be charged for the 
installation of telephones and the reve
nue from this set aside as supplementary 
funds for construction of urban telephone 
systems. 

We have now realized that in a country with 
a vast territory and huge population such as 
ours, to carry out the task of modernizing 
teleco1lllllunicat ions, we should rely mainly on 
our own efforts. At the same time, following 
our foreign policy, we will import advanced 
technology and equipment from abroad. We will 
also strengthen economic ties and technical 
cooperation with friendly foreign countries 
and undertake Joint ventures with them. 
F.riends and our colleagues in telecollllllunica
tions, industrial and commercial circles 
abroad are welcome to cooperate in our efforts 
to accelerate China's telecommunications 
development. 
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However, only the author's final draft as ori
ginally submitted for outside publication will 
be accepted for this competition. 

(U) For the 1983 
solicited in the 
categories: 

competition, papers were 
following three general 

[] Systems Software 

[] Applications Software 

[] Systems Design and Hardware 

(U) Nineteen papers were received in all. 
Each category had its own panel of judges who 
refereed (i.e., decided which papers should be 
published) and judged (decidin which ones der
served prizes) each paper in that category. 
Judging criteria included relevance to the 
field, quality of writing, completeness, and 
significance to NSA. 

~After hard work on the part of our 
three panels of judges, the following prizes 
were given as the 1983 CISI Essay Awards: 

Category I: Systems Software 

[] First Prize: I I of Wl96 for 
"Logical an.di Structural Conflicts" 

[] Second Pt'ize: of B613 
for "A Comput'er Graphics Data Base Design 
Aid Package1' 

Category II: Applications Software 

[ j / / First Priz~~ .. 1...,...-,._.-...,,.---'I of G622 for 
"Computer ·· Scripting of Arabic: Not the 
Impossible Dream" 

s'econd Prize; ! I of 
R531 . for ;;INT KROGRAPH: An information 
"Tool for Counter-Terrorism Intelligence 
Centers" 

(U) I would especially like to thank our 
nine judges, several of whom also served as 
judges last year: 

.!'._ategory I 

Category II 

.--._------...ij T303 . 
L-_______ ......,rPl3/~531 

______ __.lA333 

Category III 

RS31 
-.,,i==============Ri'=~.=i"41·~ 

:>·P .L. 86 - 36 

(U) Our publication procedures will be dif
ferent this year. Rather than wait a very 
long time for an extremely big, special issue 
of Cryptolog, the abstracts of all success
fully refereed papers will be published in 
THIS issue of Cryptolog. A number of these 
papers are already scheduled to be published 
in a special issue of the NSA Cryptologic 
Quarterly (due out in February or March) and 
those abstracts will be so noted. The editors 
of Cryptolog will work with the remaining au
thors and will publish their papers in various 
issues of Cryptolog during the coming year. 
This procedure will allow you to very quickly 
see all of the abstracts and to fairly quickly 
read those papers which require little or no 
editing. 

(U) I hope you enjoy reading the results of 
the 1983 CISI Essay Awards competition. It's 
not too early to begin thinking about a paper 
for the next competition. Many of this year's 
entries AND winners began as a class term pa
per or as a paper for professional certifica
tion. 

86-36 

[) 

[] 

Category III: Systems Design and Hardware 

First Priz~;! iof A215 and 
.. I _______ !of T443 for "Designers vs 
Users: Bridging the Communication Gap" 

Second Priz~: I lof G331 
for "The Apollo DOMAIN Network: An In
tegrated Approach to the Networking of 
Powerful Personal Computers" 

SOLUTION TO NSA-CROSTIC No. 51 

[NSA] Safety Hazard Not ice, dated 12 Jan 
84. 

"Failure to use a three-prong plug with 
this equipment (may] cause operator shock. 
Every user should contact the Occupational 
Health and Safety Office to obtain labels 
which should be affixed to the equipment." 
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ABSTRACTS (U) 

Category I: Systems Software 

Conflicts Between Logical 
and Supporting Structures: 

Concern for Computer Software Professionals · 

by._l ____ __.I ···/····· ··/ 

(U) Visual constructs and documentation 
used by human analyzers of computer source 
language documents often conflict with the 
logical structures that they support. Basic 
types of conflicts are identifiable as well as 
their causes. Techniques are given for 
detecting discrepancies. The function and 
form of coding constructs can be controlled to 
ensure correctness of the a,ncillary struc
tures. Changes to existing progra111111ing tools 
are suggested which could reduce the probabil
ity of conflicts being generated . 

A Computer Graphics Data Base 
Design Aid Package 

(Cryptologic Quarterly) 

by l.__ ____ __.I u 

(U) The most important phase of data base 
development is the design phase. A poorly 
designed data base may not be able to handle 
important applications in a timely and effi
cient manner. In fact, a costly and possibly 
prohibitive redesign may become necessary if 
new applications not originally envisioned are 
suddenly needed. Because data base design is 
the most difficult and time-consuming phase 
when done properly, the temptation is to avoid 
expending the necessary amount of time in this 
phase. One solution to ease th is tempt at ion 
is to automate the design process using com
puter graphics. The designer can input his 
design at a terminal and allow the computer to 
analyze it, enabling him to quickly spot 
weaknesses and flaws. This paper presents the 
man-machine interface for such an interactive 
graphics data base design tool running on a 
powerful personal computer. 

NOS/BE To NOS 2 Conversion: 
Significant Differences 

from a User's Perspective 

····..... byl _____ __, 

(U) The purpose of this paper will be to 
evaluate if the change from the Network 
Operating System I Batch Environment (NOS/BE) 
to the Network Operating System, version 2 
(NOS 2) on the METEOR complex will have a ma
jor impact on its users. Conversion is tenta
tively scheduled for November 1984 . Signifi
cant differences in the two systems from a 
user's perspective will be outlined. Where 
these are reductions in current capability, 
proposed or available compromises will be 
presented. This paper should serve as a use
ful guide in assisting users converting to NOS 
2. 

p., L. 86 - 36 

" 
C Prog'ramming Using UNIX System Calls 

i>YI._ _____ __. 

(U) UNIX system calls are a way of inter
facing between C programs and the operating 
system. These system calls can be subdivided 
into several categories which include: 1/0 
calls, Process Management calls, and File Sys
tem calls. The purpose of this paper is to 
provide additional explanations and examples 
of the system calls found in Chapter II of the 
PWB/UNIX documentation manuals in order to aid 
C programmers. This paper is a supplement to 
the manuals, which present a brief description 
of the calls but do not explain how to imple
ment them or why they may be needed in C pro
grams. 

Category Il: Applications Software 

iP . L. 86 - 36 

Computer Scripting of Arab'ic: 
Not The Impossible Dream / 

(cryptologic Quarterl1) 

by ... 1 ____ 1 
~Agency nonvoice linguists are tasked 

with extracting intelligence by translation, 
working under a variety of conditions ranging 
from mildly inconvenient to near crippling. 
This paper will concentrate on those difficul
ties that result from conflicting trans
literation systems imposed on an already 
foreign language, while examining the question 
of computer scripting of Arabic with output in 
soft and hard copy. It will then address 
solutions to these problems, using as examples 
descriptions of the work done in private in
dustry on Arabic scripting. A complete 
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scenario of how such a system should look to 
the working linguist at NSA is also presented. 

(U) Although current technology is avail
able to generate computer scripting of Arabic, 
other factors, including 1 imitations on per
sonnel and monetary resources, would probably 
preclude implementation of such scripting at 
the Agency in the immediate future. However, 
given the rapid strides made in computer tech
nology in recent years, together with declin
ing relative costs, computer scripting of Ara
bic might well be a reality at NSA in the not 
too distant future. 

INTERROGRAPH: An Information Tool for 
Counter-Terrorism Intelligence Centers 

(Cryptologic Quarterly) 

by._I _______ ..... 

(U) A user interface design for a Spatial 
Data Management System for the retrieval of 
information on international terrorism is out-.·· 
lined. After a discussion of the benefits o~ 
using graphics to interact with a data basec, 
the concept of SDMS is briefly described. The 
qualities that make SDMS an appropriate system 
to use in conjunction with a terrorism data 
base are mentioned. Several examples oLpos
sible incidetits involving terrorists and how 
questions arising from these incidents. could 
be answered by INTERROGRAPH show the efficacy 
of the system for a watch center. · 

M(A)T: Method from Madnes.s 

(U) This paper discusses the field of 
machine translation in general and my own 
theory in particular. Chapter I introduces 
the terminological distinction between machine 
translation {MT) and machi.ne-assisted trans
lation {MAT) and considers/ the most important 
US groups currently doing MT. Chapter II ex
plores the three-way nature of the problem: 
language, theoretical linguistics, and com
puter scien;ce and tr.aces the histor)' ·and 
development of linguistic science, especially 
those recent• treatments rigorous enough to be 
simulated by computer. Chapter II.I deals with 
the nitty-gritty oLtranslation .at the syntac
tic level and the kinds of abstract structures 
that need tc;> be created and manipulated by any 
serious MT system. Chapter IV considers the 
specific strategies of/ syntactic description 
required by MT. Chapter V describes and 
flowcharts iny .. / comp.utat ional implement at: ion in 
SNOBOL4: Cho!!pter VI cites recent literature 
in support i,£ .the methods adopted and proposes 
a schedule !for an NSA feasibility study. 

P.L. 86-36 

Top-Down COBOL Management 

by._I _____ ..... 

(U) Having. a set of standards guarantees 
neither. efficient. coA-ing practices . nor the 
staff's willihgness -fo apply' them to module 
development. . Design considerations and 
management decisions can affect the rate at 
which code/ is produced and the correctness of 
the executable code. These factors also af
fect the, amount of time spent during any one 
phase of the program development to correct 
for design errors. · 

(U.) This paper details an approach to 
software design and development which defines 
elemental activities in the design and produc
tion of COBOL' code at the module level. The 
definitions are then used as tools in the 
technical and managerial aspects of module 
production. 

(U) An outline of adjunct COBOL coding 
standards will be presented which stresses 
naming conventions. Most importantly, all 
development documentation is an integral part 
of the delivered product, thereby eliminating 
redundancy and the conflict that can occur 
between internal and external documentation. 

(U) Suggestions on how the phases in this 
methodology can be PERTed or used in other 
resource management techniques will be of
fered. 

Ada and Cryptanalysis 

by..._ ______ ..... 

(U) Ada is the new computer language 
developed.by the Department of Defense. After 
a brief/introduction to Ada and the concept of 
stag~d testing in cryptanalysis, this paper 
takes a look at the advantages and disadvan
tages of using Ada in the cryptanalytic en
vironment. The paper tries to decide how best 
to use Ada in cryptanalytic applications, if 
at all. 

A Graphic User Interface for 
the Transcriber-Analyst 
(Cryptologic Quarterly) 

by .... 1 ---------

(U) Designers of new computer systems are 
placing inc re as ing emphasis on user friend li
ness, specifically on the ability of non-ADP 
professionals to gain quick and easy access to 
their data and data base systems. Two of the 
newest and most intriguing systems, from the 
intelligence analyst's point of view, are the 
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Xerox Star and the Computer · Corporation of 
America's Spatial ···-~ata Management System 
(SDMS). Both system$ -. use visual/graphic ap
proaches to data s torag'e .. and retrieval and are 
based on the\ principle ···_of having the user 
select filei and dat~ ~ from graphical 
menus/directories, rather th.,an rely on often 
complicated query languages. This paper will 
detail how these state-of-the-art systems 
could be used by transcriber-analysts here at 
NSA. 

CRI°rICOMM Management 
---;\Tlf ser Interface 

(Cryptologic Quarterly) 

by ... I ____ ..... 
~s NSA moves into the 80s and the age 

of increasing automation of data-collection 
facilities, the human beings who are called on 
to interpret that data become more and more 
inundated by the sheer volume. Tl3, for exam
ple, receives large volumes of data daily, 
only part of which is used because of a lack 
of resources to organize it into information. 
Some means must be found to convert more of 
the data into information which can be used by 
a person sitting at a desk or a terminal. One 
concrete example of this data explosion is 
circuit management of the CRITICOMM network. 
This is accomplished through monthly statisti
cal reports (NSA-760s) which are sent to Tl33 
from the stations of the network and are in
corporated into the monthly CRITICOMM Opera
tional SuDDJ1ary (COS) prepared by Tl33. Cir
cuit management is also accomplished on a near 
real-time basis through the CRITICOMM Systems 
Management system (CSM). As a result of Pro
ject TREEHOPPER, a manual data entry system 
for the NSA-760 monthly statistical report was 
converted to an automated system using GENED 
and SPECOL to manage the data base, but even 
th is advance left the analyst with hard-to
unders tand reams of alphanumeric data. 

(U) This paper illustrates how interactive 
graphics techniques can be used to convert the 
present follow-on reports to the NSA-760 re
port into a pictorial format in order to clar
ify the information. It suggests report for
mats to make use of data in the NSA-760 report 
not now used--as well as formats which tie to
gether data from the NSA-760 reports and other 
data bases. Applications of interactive 
graphics to the time-sensitive work of the CSM 
are also presented. 

Category III: Systems Design and Hardware 

Designers vs. Users: 
Bridging The Communication Gap 

(Cryptologic Quarterly) 

(U) The collllllunication gap that has existed 
between users and designers of computer sys
tems has widened with the introduction of new 
terminology and new methods of user interac
tion. A design technique known as "mock-ups" 
was eventually devised to improve communica
tion with · users during the requirements 
specifications and design phases of new graph
ics projects. This paper presents a detailed 

. example of the mock-up strategy. For those 
.individuals interested in composing a design 
using this technique, some instruction has 
been provided, including a section on an au
tomcit.ed mock-up maker. 

An 
··· .. The Apollo DOMAIN Network: 

Inte&.rated Approach to the Networking 
of Powerful Personal Computers 

~Y ... I ______ .... 
(U) One of the most exciting new data pro~ 

cessing technologies to emerge in the past 
couple of years is the local area network 
(LAN). The continued maturation of this tech-
nology has opened the door to a host of inno
vative and economical approaches to distri
buted processing, resource sharing, and high
speed local communications. Still in its for
mative years, the LAN industry cur~ently con
sists of a large number of vendors offering a 
wide variety of LAN devices and systems 
designed for an equally wide variety of appli
cations. 

(U) One of these applications involves the 
use of the local network to build a system of 
linked microprocessor-based workstations which 
share a pool of collllllon resources, such as disk 
files and printers, via the local net. Such 
local network resource sharing is a very 
cost-effective mechanism for greatly enhancing 
the processing environment available to the 
user of a microprocessor. Examples of such 
systems are the Corvus Omninet and the Xerox 
8000 Network System. 

(U) Another company to incorporate this 
concept into a system design is Apollo Com
puter. In addition to utilizing current LAN 
technology, Apollo has taken advantage of 
other state-of-the-art hardware and software 
technologies (high-density RAM, 32-bit VLSI 
processors, interactive high-resolution graph
ics with bit-mapped interfaces, Winchester 
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disks, and high-level object-oriented operat
ing systems) to develop a very sophisticated 
system of powerful personal computer worksta
tions integrated into a high-speed resource 
sharing local network. This network, called 
DOMAIN (Distributed Operating Multi-Access In
teractive Network), - presents -the scientific 
and engineering professional with a promising 
processing alternative to current timesharing 
and dedicated systems. 

(U) This paper outlines the concepts behind 
the Apollo DOMAIN network, describes the in
tegrated design approach and the primary ar
chitectural features of the DOMAIN and its as
sociated nodes, discusses some of the adv.an
tages and disadvantages of this type of sys
tem, and briefly looks at potential applica
tions for the Apollo and Apollo-like systems 
at NSA. 

Cartography in The Electronic Age 
Paper vs. Display Screen 

by .... 1 _____ ___, 

(U) Maps have been an invaluable tool of 
communication since earliest time. Although 
the basic nature of maps is relatively uni
form, the characteristics of individual maps 
are dictated by the use for which the map is 
created. Static paper maps have been common 
for centuries.· Today, however, the availabil
ity of computer technology has caused the ad
vent of dynamic electronic maps. This paper 
discusses the characteristics of maps and com
pares and corttrasts paper maps to electroni
cally generated ones. It then examines the 
various factors involved in designing flexi- / 
ble, detailed, and portable map display sys""'..···· 
terns and compares the current technologies 
available fo.r creating such systems. Fina],.I°y, 
an · evaluation of the potential for future ·· use 
of these in.teractive map display systems, to
gether with i NSA implications, is preseri~ed. 

I / __ ./ 
!Management of TDY Funds·; 
· A Graphical Approach 

(Cryptologic Quarterly) 

by .. ._I ____ .... 

/ ,/ 

(U) A • manager .~·~ pri~ry resource is time. 
He has ohly so ,.tiiuch dme in a day to absorb 
information r.e levan°t to his immediate 
decision-making r .esponsibilities. Managers 
therefor.e prefer !!:'.°raphic displays which reduce 
large amounts / of complex information irtto 
readily und.ers . .t'ood pictorial form, 

(U) Th.is/ paper addresses the area of com
puter graphics for l°Danagement applications. 
An exaiiWl~ . of this application is presented, 

P.L. 86 - 36 

displaying the management of TDY funds. A 
systems design is provided on a computer 
graphics system for the Travel Program at NSA. 
The present system and its shortcomings are 
described, and. requirements for a new graphics 
system .and examples . of the desired outputs are 
presented. Fqrtunately for NS*, this require
ment can, by and large, be satisfied with an 
off-the-shelf "turnkey" system recently an
nounced by the Xerox Corporation. The graph
ics system, Xerox Star workstations linked by 
the Ethernet communications facility, is then 
described, and the TDY application is demon
strated. An additional NSA application for 
this computer graphics system, the Stock Fund 
program, is also described. Computer graphics 
systems, like the one referred to in th is pa
per, will provide managers with a means to 
quickly analyze and respond to complex infor
mation. Satisfying such Agency requirements 
with off-the-shelf equipment will also reduce 
the burden on NSA's data system personnel. 

Optical Disk Technology: 
The Future of Mass Data Storage 

by.._~~~~~~ .... 

~ical disk technology is still a re
latively new · field. Consumer products have 
been on the market for approximately five 
years an<V have been fairly slow to catch on, 
mainly .because they lack the record/play flex
ibility of video tape recorders. This disad
vantage on the consumer front becomes a real 
advantage on the data processing front as 
g6~ernment agencies and private industry ex-
plore their needs for long-term archival 
storage of large amounts of data. Optical 
disk storage capacities are in the terabyte 
region, and their relative low cost and indes
tructability make them the logical choice for 
this use. This paper covers the types and 
capacities of various optical disks, discusses 
NSA' s research and development effort in that 
field, and the objectives of the contract NSA 
has let for the acquisition of a prototype 
system. In addition, commercial applications 
and NSA applications for optical disks will be 
explored. 

Replace RACE 

°bY·I,__ _____ _. 

(U) RACE is the name given to a computer 
system operated by Tl54, the goal of which is 
to provide signals data base and management 
support to Management and Signals Conversion 
Technicians. It is no secret that over the 
past few years this system, with respect to 
its task effectiveness, has been declining. 
Also the workload being placed upon it has 
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increased to such a degree that the time has 
arrived for management to take an objective 
look at the prospect of replacement. RACE is, 
after all, an essential tool in the fulfill
ment of the mission of the Agency. 

(U) This paper addresses RACE in its past 
and present operating environments, while exa
mining its functions, capabilities and re
quirements. It attempts to show that there is 
a limited future for RACE in its present work
ing environment mainly due to its single job 
processing and low-level assembly language 
characteristics. The author will demonstrate 
that RACE is slow, outdated, and inadequate 
based on todays demands and has outlived its 
usefulness within the T organization. Also, 
it will be shown that the operational elements 
supported by RACE critically need a replace
ment computer. 

(U) This paper will also discuss and sum
marize the results of research into the UNIVAC 
90/30 computer system, a prime candidate for 
replacement of the present RACE equipment. 

Excellence Must Be Cultivated Corporately: 
Some Ideas For Improving Productivity 

by I ______ __. 
(U) This paper focuses on the issue of ex

cellence, excellence in terms of products, 
people and the management of both. We will 
consider several perspectives on what excel
lence is and means, why it is especially im
portant now and how it might apply to NSA in 
general, and to computer and information sci
ence in particular. Next we will address the 
theme of this paper, that excellence must be 
cultivated corporately and what that implies. 
Then we will learn about what others are doing 
to cultivate excellence. We will also con
sider the need to generate more feedback in 
order to effectively apply what others have 
learned to NSA. Finally, a number of specific 
suggestions will be proposed which could sig
nificantly improve the productivity of our 
products, our people and our management pro
cess, if we corporately connnit ourselves to 
the cultivation of excellence. 

P.L. 86-36 

W& forrt to 
h.a.11c. oLtr- t!O.th-ot..oG
Sl.l h~ritilol\1. lnov~ 

wil~t\C. tel( 

P.L. 86-36 

WE ARE Al. WAYS 

l.OOKING FOR 

llK TICLES, COMMENTS, 

NOTES, LETTERS, 

THAT WOULD BE 

OF INTEREST TO 
OUR READERS 
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(U) In February 1976 the US Air Force's 
Foreign Technology Division invited NSA and 
other agencies to send a representative to a 
Conference on Translation. The purpose of the 
conference was to share mutual translating 
problems and interests. Representatives were 
asked to present a brief introductory (and 
unclassified) statement about the language 
roblems at their respective agencies. Ms. 

--~~~~~~~~~..,..~~~~..-~~..,..~ - ere NSA 
representatives, and was. ·tasked with 
presenting the intro uctory.-" s_ta-f.ement, which 
is reproduced here. /( .. .--

P. L. 86- 3 6 

(U) There is no language problem to speak 
of at NSA. Let me phrase that another way: 
there is a language problem at NSA, but we 
don't speak of it in mixed company. If I were 
to speak of it, I would state that the 
language manager at NSA is looking for a 
language specialist 

* who at the time of hiring has a native 
understanding of the subject language (or 
better yet, of several languages); 

* who is a rapid reader and a prolific 
writer; 

* 

* 

who is well-versed 
language culture; 

in the subject 

who understands various specialized jar
gons equally well in English and the sub
ject languages; 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

P.L. 86 - 36 

who is a top-notch intelligence analyst; 

who is a native-born, loyal American ci
tizen who has never traveled abroad; 

whose command of English is superb; 

who enjoys the opportunity to learn ex
otic or low-density languages in spite of 
the poverty of tools available about that 
language; 

who spends his or her spare time main
taining these skills without making . con
tact with any foreign nationals; 

who enjoys taking--or teaching--courses 
to improve proficiency (with no decrease 
in production chargeable to class time); 

whose private life is above reproach (and 
especially blackmail); 

whose needs are simple and whose wants 
are few; 

who enjoys the challenge of maddeningly 
incomplete or imprecise text from which 
an accurate translation is to emerge; and 

who is imaginative and creative in tack-
1 ing hard problems as well as a stickler 
for accuracy in translation. 

(U) Those language managers also expect 
this person's name to be · Legion--but Nemo is 
more apt. 
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********************~********************* 

I k.eep six honest serving-men 
(They taught me all I knew): 

Their names are What and Why 
and When 

And How and Where and Who. 

--Rudyard Kipling 

****************************************** 

EO 1. 4. ( c) 
P.L. 86-36 
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To: hP14 ·. 
From: l AJf 11 

l. ~ Per our phone conversati6n 

SKSRET 

ro: ·r Editor 
Fm: · ... ,---------=.:...;:.;::.:..----. 

-fer I . found the article in the · Sept 83 is
sue of Crypto!og enti~led PA!U'RO (beginning 
on page 15) . most informative and interesting. 

r~I ________ _ 

(1'888) In regards to your "I Remember JFK" 
in the Nov 83 issue of Cryptolog, I was here 
at the Agency on the day President was shot. 
I was working in A2 at the time ... [in] Room 
3E039. 

~ For your information, there were 2 
announcements made over the loudspeaker sys
tem. The first one said "Ladies and gentle
men: The President of the United States has 

·.been shot and is in critical condition." The 
second one in a very solemn voice (male) sim
pty said "Ladies and gentlemen, the President 
of ·the US is dead." 

~ You may or may not have been in
.formed \ .by the people who were here at the 
tl.me. If.. so, sorry for the inconvenience . 

......... I ______ ____. 

this is to ; ; inform you that the following two 
articles frpi:n the October 1983 CRYPTOLOG~ ·1 ... _____ ,....._.I replies: 
reproduced \and disseminated to selected L_J 
employees: \ \ 

a. "Tips o'ri, Topical Reporting" 

b. '.'Banners:, Cowboy Hats, & EL INT Not at ions" 

2. ~ecipients were advised of 
the requirement to keep the articles within 
the cryptologi~ community .... 

ff81J8) Iit lsays he heard two an-
nouncements, I iron 't argue with him. But. I 
stand by my original statement that t.he folks 
in the office where I was working on that day 
(Room 2C-somet.hing-or-other) didn't. hear even 
one. I'm fairly sure that I wouldn't forget 
any announcement that started off with •Ladies 
and gent.lemenn instead or the standard "Hay I 
have your attention please!" (especially if it 
happened twice). 

HGR 
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P,L. 86-36 

Jan 

FeR: 6FFI91Mi SSB 9HL-1 

I l :th.iA month' .6 
Guu,-t ACJLoMiuan, c.M.6:ted 
:tfw.i 6,lne 6,{Ju.,:t e6 6o!d oveJt 
a weefz.eml, bec.a.lL6e "I jlL6-t 
wa.n:ted :to -0 ee. ,{,6 I c.ouid 
do one." 

P.L. 86-36 
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